
Joboffer dated from 12/11/2019

Product Lead (m/f/d)

Field: Productmanagement /

Producing

Type of employment: Full-time

Entry date: immediately

Zip Code / Place:

Country: Germany

Company data

Company: AppLike GmbH

Street adress: Stresemannstraße 29

Zip Code / Place: 22769 Hamburg

Contact Person

Name: Jan-Philipp Rieke

Position:

Street adress: Stresemannstraße 29

Zip Code / Place: 22769 Hamburg

E-mail: Jobs@applike.info

Job description

Are you looking for the perfect working environment to combine tech and business as an

intrapreneur? An environment that challenges you but also has a strong focus on independent

development? Are you always the one to come up with unconventional ideas and have the

feeling of being ahead of your time? 

If your answer to this questions is a loud and clear “Oh yes!” - we’ve got the perfect job for

you: Become Product Lead at AppLike and work with an international team of like-minded

professionals on mobile ad-tech solutions for the future. Our goal is nothing less than to find

our various mobile solutions running on every smartphone in the world! 
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About Us:

AppLikers concentrate on the big things that will bring us closer towards our goal and offer

real value for our partners and users: #gobig

Since we are working in an environment of constant change, it’s essential that we test our

MVPs as fast as possible to stay that one step ahead of the competition: #movefast

To secure fast successes and guarantee the best exchange of knowledge and ideas between

all colleagues we believe that we have to get rid of all communication barriers. Whether it’s

an intern or the CEO: Everyone is equal when you meet over a coffee to exchange ideas:

#bedirect  

If you decide to join us, you won’t only work with colleagues but will have a good time with

close friends on top! AppLike is more than just a company: #beAppLike

There is one crucial condition that we cannot miss at work: Fun! We work hard and set high

goals: Achieving those calls for a proper celebration, right? #havefun

 

About You:

If you are thinking “That's the working environment I’ve always dreamt of”, you are the

person we are looking for. Become a part of our family and contribute to our product

strategy. We don't set limits; you will be acting as an intrapreneur and lead your own team of

developers.

To be up to this task you should already be proficient in either mobile or online business and

be familiar with common business models and marketing in this field. If you are also

experienced in product management for mobile or web applications, I wonder why we aren’t

we already talking to each other!?

To round up your future work environment we have to mention the obvious benefits that

you’ll enjoy at AppLike: A vast variety of drinks, fruits and snacks will cater to your physical

wellbeing. To get rid of all those calories afterwards, we grant you a full inhouse gym

membership. On top, we support every employee with public transportation (HVV Proficard)

to ensure a smooth and reliable commute to work. But what is just about the limit besides

regular events and parties is our annual company trip into the sun: Maybe 2020 already with

you?
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